Electrician Lockout Kit
PSL-PK-EA
Contains a variety of lockout/tagout devices

Arc Flash and Safety Signs
Lockout Energy Control Devices
GHS Print On-Demand Labels
Pipe Markers and Voltage Markers

Circuit Breaker Lockout Devices
Safety Tags
Facility Marking Tapes
Lockout Stations

Comprehensive Reliable Safety Solutions
Everything You Need To Achieve and Maintain Workplace Safety
Safety is a Facility Managers top priority. Panduit is continuously driving product improvements for enhanced safety, reliability, and performance.

- Solutions to deliver Workplace Electrical Safety through compliance with OSHA and NEC 70E requirements
- Durable and innovative products to efficiently and effectively lockout hazardous energy sources
- Clearly communicate Arc Flash hazards with pre-printed and print on demand signs, labels, and tags
- Create custom signs, tags and labels with Panduit software and printers

Engagement Questions

- Are you in compliance with OSHA lockout regulations?
  - Would you like to receive more information on why LOTO is important for your company? Download Panduit Lockout/Tagout Technology Brief.
- Did you know that Panduit offers standard and custom signs to warn and inform of hazards and insure compliance with OSHA, NEC and ISO requirements?
- How do you provide annual Lockout training for your employees?
  - Panduit offers a safety training kit, would you be interested in receiving one? Part number to order PSL-LOTO-TRAIN.

Top Product Listing

1. **Arc Flash and Safety Signs**
   - High quality signs for indoor and outdoor use.
     - Vinyl PVS Series
     - Polyester PPS Series
     - Rigid PRS Series

2. **Lockout Energy Control Devices**
   - Each lock keyed differently and supplied with two keys.
     - PSL Series
     - Contractor Lockout Kit – PSL-KT-CONA
     - Maintenance Lockout Kit – PSL-KT-MROA
     - Laminated Steel – PSL-6 Series
     - Anodized Aluminum – PSL-7 Series
     - Safety Lockout – PSL-8 Series

3. **GHS Print On-Demand Labels**
   - Print on-demand using the Safety Ease™ GHS or Easy-Mark™ Labeling Software directly to die cut polyester labels. More diamonds more risks.
     - 1 Diamond – C400X200YPT-G1
     - 2 Diamond – C400X200YPT-G2
     - 3 Diamond – C400X200YPT-G3
     - 4 Diamond – C400X200YPT-G4

4. **Pipe Markers and Voltage Markers**
   - Snap on markers are a pre-coiled preprinted markers for indoor use.
     - PCV Series
     - Voltage Adhesive – PCV-***AY
     - Emergency Systems Legend Adhesive – PCV-ESAY
     - Emergency Systems Legend Card – PCV-ESCY

5. **Circuit Breaker Lockout Devices**
   - Compliant with OSHA 1910.147 to ensure electrical energy sources are isolated for optimal workplace safety (no tool options also available).
     - PowerLOK® Circuit Breaker Lockout Device – PSL-PCB
     - Universal Miniature Circuit Breaker Lockout – PSL-MCB
     - Universal Circuit Breaker Lockout – PSL-CB
     - Circuit Breaker Lockout Device for SD I-LINE™ – PSL-CBIL

6. **Safety Tags**
   - Write-On Safety Tags meet OSHA Standard 1910.147 requirements for tag out applications.
     - PVT Series
     - EQUIPMENT LOCKED OUT BY – PVT-98
     - DO NOT OPERATE ELECTRICIANS AT WORK – PVT-23

7. **Facility Marking Tapes**
   - Durable vinyl continuous tape used to identify hazards, traffic lanes, etc. for indoor use.
     - HT2 Series
     - Red Adhesive Tape – HT2-RED
     - Yellow Adhesive Tape – HT2-YEL
     - Black/Yellow Striped – HT2S-BLK-YEL
     - Red/White Striped – HT2S-RED-WHT

8. **Lockout Stations**
   - Conveniently store padlocks, tags, and lockout devices in one common area.
     - Lockout station without components – PSL-4SA/10SA/20SA
     - Lockout Station with components – PSL-4SWCA/10SWCA/20SWCA